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Latest News

CEO Message
"I failed my PMP exam. What should I do next?" I hear this quite often and
I can only imagine how it would feel like. But this is not the time to keep
feeling bad. Rather, stand up and face the challenge. Talk to someone
who can provide guidance on how to be more prepared for your next try.
You don't fail unless you give up. ReǮlect back, perform root cause
analysis, come up with a plan, and move forward with full force. I have
seen that when people do this, they are able to pass the exam. My advice
to you is to never give up.

I Failed my PMP® Exam. Now What?
The Project Management Professional (PMP)®
exam is a notoriously difǮicult test on which even
experienced project managers commonly struggle.
The exact Ǯirst‐time pass rate is not known, but a
range of estimates from different sources place it
between 20‐70%. Bottom line, if you were not able
to pass the PMP exam on your Ǯirst attempt, you
are not alone. You are probably frustrated and are
not sure what to do next. | Read More

Advanced Scope and Change Management
Techniques
Project managers need to dedicate themselves to
constant learning. In this article, we continue a
series of techniques that project managers can
apply to take their skills to the next level. Advanced
scope and change management techniques will be
discussed, including the Requirements Traceability
Matrix (RTM). Mastering these skills will help
project managers take the next step in their
careers. | Read More

NK Shrivastava, CEO

Featured Training

Featured Product

Improve your stakeholder management
techniques with our online course. More Info

Improve your project management processes
with our toolkit, Essential Gear. More Info

Latest News
Check out ReǮineM's latest
news; improvements,
partnerships, important
presentations, sponsorships
and the like. Read More

Community Engagement
On April 8th, ReǮineM
sponsored the Ozark
Regional Agile User Group.
There was a lot of Agile talk,
pizza, and a great turnout.
Read More

Social Media Spotlight
Follow us on LinkedIn for in‐
depth, relevant, and useful
content related to project
management and agile. View
Our LinkedIn ProǮile
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RefineM, helping organizations turn their project management capability into a
competitive advantage.
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